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The  Google  Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer  exam  certification  is  one  of  the  hottest
certification exams in the IT world. The Professional Cloud Database Engineer Professional-Cloud-
Database-Engineer certification exam has been getting the attention of IT professionals since its
inception. Over this long period, countless Professional Cloud Database Engineer exam candidates
have earned their credentials for the Google Cloud Certified exam. They are all  doing jobs in
different multinational and national companies and pursuing rewarding careers. They got all these
due to only one badge of the certification exam. The Professional Cloud Database Engineer exam has
become one of the best ways for beginners and experienced professionals to boost their career
prospects.  Now everyone can use Professional  Cloud Database Engineer exam certificate as  a
stepping stone to earning higher paid positions and responsibilities. To do this you just need to
enroll in the exam and prepare well and show commitment and dedication to pass the challenging
Google exam with good scores. For the instant and complete Google exam preparation the valid,
updated, and real Google Questions are the ideal choice. You should not ignore it and must add the
valid Google Cloud Certified exam questions in your preparation.

P2PExams  Actual  Google  Professional-Cloud-Database-
Engineer Questions
The P2PExams is  one of  the top-rated and trusted platforms for quick Google Cloud Certified
Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer exam preparation. On this platform, you will  get the real,
valid,  and updated Professional  Cloud Database  Engineer  practice  test  questions.  These  exam
questions are also verified by experience and qualified Google Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer
certification exam experts. So rest assured that the exam questions offered by the P2PExams will
provide you with everything that you just need to prepare and pass the difficult Google certification
exam with good scores.  The Professional  Cloud Database Engineer practice test  questions are
designed for quick exam preparation. With the Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer Questions you
can make the best Professional Cloud Database Engineer exam preparation strategy and later on
working this strategy you can quickly prepare yourself to crack the challenging Google exam with
flying colors.

Google  Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer  Practice
Questions In Three Formats
The  Professional  Cloud  Database  Engineer  practice  test  questions  are  being  offered  in  three
different formats. These formats are desktop Google Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer practice
test  software,  Web-based  practice  exams,  and  Google  Cloud  Certified  PDF Professional-Cloud-
Database-Engineer dumps. All these three types of exam questions contain real, updated, and error-
free Professional Cloud Database Engineer practice questions. The Professional-Cloud-Database-
Engineer PDF dumps file contains the top-notch Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer practice test
that helps you in Professional Cloud Database Engineer exam preparation and enables you to pass
the exam easily. You can download Google PDF dumps on any device and operating system and start
Google Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer exam preparation anytime and anywhere. Whereas

https://www.p2pexams.com/google


the remaining two Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer practice exam software are concerned
both are the mock Google Cloud Certified exam that will give you a real-time Professional Cloud
Database Engineer exam environment for preparation.

Visit Here: https://www.p2pexams.com/products/Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer

Easy To Use Google Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer Exam dumps Are
Ready To Download

Now you  have  all  the  necessary  information  regarding  the  Google  certification  exam,  career
importance, and role of P2PExams Google Cloud Certified Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer
questions in preparation and success. Take the right decision and get enroll in Professional Cloud
Database Engineer certification and start preparation with Professional-Cloud-Database-Engineer
exam dumps right now. Best of luck!!!
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Question No. 1

You are developing a new application on a VM that is on your corporate network. The application
will use Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to connect to Cloud SQL for PostgreSQL. Your Cloud
SQL instance is configured with IP address 192.168.3.48, and SSL is disabled. You want to ensure
that your application can access your database instance without requiring configuration changes to
your database. What should you do?

A. Define a connection string using your Google username and password to point to the
external (public) IP address of your Cloud SQL instance.
B. Define a connection string using a database username and password to point to the internal
(private) IP address of your Cloud SQL instance.
C. Define a connection string using Cloud SQL Auth proxy configured with a service account
to point to the internal (private) IP address of your Cloud SQL instance.
D. Define a connection string using Cloud SQL Auth proxy configured with a service account
to point to the external (public) IP address of your Cloud SQL instance.

Answer: C

Question No. 2

Your digital-native business runs its database workloads on Cloud SQL. Your website must be
globally accessible 24/7. You need to prepare your Cloud SQL instance for high availability (HA). You
want to follow Google-recommended practices. What should you do? (Choose two.)

A. Set up manual backups.
B. Create a PostgreSQL database on-premises as the HA option.
C. Configure single zone availability for automated backups.
D. Enable point-in-time recovery.
E. Schedule automated backups.

Answer: B, D

Question No. 3

Your company wants to move to Google Cloud. Your current data center is closing in six months. You
are running a large, highly transactional Oracle application footprint on VMWare. You need to
design a solution with minimal disruption to the current architecture and provide ease of migration
to Google Cloud. What should you do?

A. Migrate applications and Oracle databases to Google Cloud VMware Engine (VMware
Engine).
B. Migrate applications and Oracle databases to Compute Engine.
C. Migrate applications to Cloud SQL.
D. Migrate applications and Oracle databases to Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE).

Answer: A

Question No. 4

Your customer has a global chat application that uses a multi-regional Cloud Spanner instance. The
application has recently experienced degraded performance after a new version of the application
was launched. Your customer asked you for assistance. During initial troubleshooting, you observed



high read latency. What should you do?

A. Use query parameters to speed up frequently executed queries.
B. Change the Cloud Spanner configuration from multi-region to single region.
C. Use SQL statements to analyze SPANNER_SYS.READ_STATS* tables.
D. Use SQL statements to analyze SPANNER_SYS.QUERY_STATS* tables.

Answer: B

Question No. 5

Your company has PostgreSQL databases on-premises and on Amazon Web Services (AWS). You are
planning multiple database migrations to Cloud SQL in an effort to reduce costs and downtime. You
want to follow Google-recommended practices and use Google native data migration tools. You also
want to closely monitor the migrations as part of the cutover strategy. What should you do?

A. Use Database Migration Service to migrate all databases to Cloud SQL.
B. Use Database Migration Service for one-time migrations, and use third-party or partner
tools for change data capture (CDC) style migrations.
C. Use data replication tools and CDC tools to enable migration.
D. Use a combination of Database Migration Service and partner tools to support the data
migration strategy.

Answer: B
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